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B iologically inspired neural networks are
a promising approach to understand the
causes and improve the treatments of brain

damage. Parkinson’s disease is a progressive ner-
vous system disorder that affects mainly move-
ments, speech and cognitive problems. It symp-
toms cannot be cured, though medications can
significantly improve the condition. Among the
symptoms, tremor is the only one which remains
unaffected by medications and is only responsive
to deep-brain stimulation. A simplified, cortico-
thalamo-cerebellar model will be simulated with
spiking neural networks to evaluate the disease ef-
fects under dopamine depletion and connectivity
weight changes. Confirming previous findings, stri-
atal dopamine depletion was not found to cause
tremor, nor its injection to affect tremor sever-
ity. The model showed evidence that parkinsonian
weight changes in the pallidal inner feedback loop
(GPi-GPe) are responsible of creating a suitable en-
vironment for the PD tremor oscillations to rise in
the thalamus. Furthermore, both the GPi and the
GPe present enhanced maximal activity coherent
with muscular co-contraction onsets showing evi-
dence of abnormal basal ganglia firing during re-
emergent tremor. These findings may connect ab-
normal basal ganglia activity to the main parkinso-
nian motor impairments and may help explaining
the beneficial effects of deep-brain stimulation on
tremor severity.

1 Introduction

In his 1817 “An essay on the shaking palsy”, James
Parkinson first described the clinical syndrome that
was later to bear his name [1]. Four main features
characterize Parkinson Disease (PD): tremor at rest,
akinesia, postural instability and rigidity. PD is
mainly due to striatal dopamine depletion (DA-D)
which relates with all the aforementioned symptoms
excluding tremor [2]. Tremor severity, on the other
hand, correlates with pallidal DA-D. Furthermore, it
has been shown how resting tremor is associated with
a different cerebello-thalamic circuit including motor
cortex (MC), cerebellum (CBLM), ventral intermediate
nucleus of thalamus (VIM) and basal ganglia (BG) [3].
The aforementioned areas have multiple functions,
but in our model we will focus on their contribution
to motion. Respectively, 1) the MC is responsible
of planning, control, and execution of voluntary
movements, 2) the CBLM contributes to coordination,
precision, and accurate timing by compensating for
disturbances, 3) the thalamus relays sensory and
motor signals to the cerebral cortex and 4) the BG
selects between possible actions in a reinforcement
learning manner.
Physiological tremor [4] and essential tremor [5] are
found to be influenced by the same circuit. To date,
it remains unknown how basal ganglia dysfunctions
in PD contributes the VIM-MC-CBLM into generating
resting tremor. At the same time, interference with
both the BG (subthalamic nucleus [6] and pallidum
[7]) and the cerebello-thalamic circuit is shown to
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suppress resting tremor [8, 9]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that, voluntary movements of limbs tend
to interrupt tremor or decrease its severity [10].
In order to understand how and in which node of the
circuit this happens, we attempt to model the system
via a large scale brain model based on biologically
inspired Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs). Three
main goals drive implementation decisions: 1) a
model in a dynamical-functional framework capable
of reproducing prior experimental results, 2) enable
a sensitivity analysis of the parameter space of the
modeled areas on the kinematic and dynamic variables
of a 2-link arm model and resulting tremor bands
([4 − 6]Hz) and 3) evaluate the effects of dopamine
depletion/injection in both healthy and PD models.
These goals aim to provide hypothesis on the causality
of the tremor generation process and quantify the
interactive behavior between the illness and the
trajectory parameter space.

The neuromechanical model is composed by a 2-link
arm model, the motor, sensory and prefrontal cortex,
the basal ganglia and the thalamus, the inferior olive
(IO) and the Purkinje cells (PCs). We observe a strict
relationship between co-contraction and tremor gener-
ation. Furthermore, the abnormal activity of GPe-GPi
appears to be responsible of excessive synchronization
in the basal ganglia, leading to tremor-like dynamics.
In the subsequent sections we describe the anatomy of
the system and its modeling counterpart. Results will
be provided first for the single areas and then for the
totality of the model. Implications of the findings will
be subsequently discussed.

2 Materials and Methods

Reaching movements will be performed in a 2D
plane through the use of a simplified arm model with
forward dynamics simulations. Forward simulation,
i.e. providing torques at each time-step, creates an
interesting property in the trajectory: in the early
phase of the trajectory the contraction is isotonic,
while toward the end of the trajectory an isometric
contraction appears, because physical constraints
such as ligaments present resistance (imagine lifting
a weight with your biceps and trying to hyper-flex
over the shoulder). This allows for the comparison
of the tremor behaviors in two different contraction
types, isotonic in the first part and isometric in the
second. Golgi Tendon Organs and spindle feedback
are modeled using literature results [11, 12, 13, 14].
With a random torques generator, torques are selected
and inserted in forward simulations, producing the
trajectories dataset. The trajectories dataset are
clustered to reduce similar trajectories and to allow
for the existence of different reaching paths towards
the end-point. The clustered trajectories are then
associated with the same endpoint (cluster centroid)

and the cortical areas are trained with it respectively
to perform: 1) position and force prediction (MC), 2)
remap of sensory feedback data into a sufficiently big
dimensionality and provide it to the motor cortex (SC)
and 3) compute the jerk-minimization principle across
the different possible trajectories in a cluster (PFC).

The basal ganglia (GPI, GPE, STN, striatal D1 neu-
rons, striatal D2 neurons) is modeled inspired on the
work of T.C. Stewart et al. ([15, 16, 16, 17]) as rein-
forcement learning based spiking neural architecture
which is capable of task selection. Hence dynamically
takes the PFC input and converts into a selected ac-
tion. The thalamus in our model converts the selected
action into an utility value. The position and forces
from the selected MC module will be used at the next
step. The olivocerebellar components are modeled as
ensemble arrays of N-dimensional oscillators (IO) and
as encoders (PCs). The olivo-cerebellar model is slaved
to the rest, hence no compensatory feedback is brought
back to the cortical areas. Leaving an open-loop cere-
bellum is an assumption which slightly reduces the
scope of the investigation, but allows for a clearer sen-
sitivity analysis of the parameters in the BG and it
does not affect the quality of the results. For technical
reasons closed-loop simulations were not conducted
given the huge computational time and memory cost.
This is due to restarting different neural simulators
while freezing the prior time-step parameters at each
subsequent step, predict position and force, calculate
feedback values, append data for each trajectory with
a neural network of more then 26000 neurons. Since
it has been proved that the CBLM is not the central
pattern generator of PD tremor [18, 19], we can talk
of causality in the model in a open-loop sense.
The model is then tested with data from the same distri-
bution, both in its healthy and PD set-up. Furthermore
correlational analysis and frequency domain analysis
will be performed.
The simulation is discrete with a time step of dt =
0.005 s.

2.1 Trajectories clustering

A 2-dimensional joint space provides simplicity in mod-
eling and good responsiveness to the learning process
of neural networks. At the same time, different trajec-
tories might end up in the same end point. In that case,
only some of them are optimal, hence chosen by our
brain. Clustering allows brain areas as the pre-frontal
cortex and the basal ganglia to perform decision mak-
ing and action selection [20, 21, 22].
In order to do this, a modified version of Nearest Neigh-
bor Clustering (NNC) has been implemented. The mod-
ification has been done in order to obtain equal size
clusters and provide constant dimensionality to the
neural networks (Alg. 1). In the model, each cluster
contains mcl = 10 trajectories both in the training and
in the testing phase. The neuroscientific background
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Figure 1: Fig 1.A: Muscles used for modeling, in red the elbow joint synergy ones and in blue the ones for the shoulder synergy.
Fig. 1.B Bio-mechanical modeling of the arm, r is the attachment point distance to the right of the related joint, F
is the developed force at the tendon and sf and ef are the friction forces opposing the motion. Fig. 1.C: is the Hill
muscle model expanded with Fm the active force of the contractile component, Kpe, Kse, βpe are the muscle stiffness
and damping and Kv, Kp the spindle stiffness and damping.

Calculate euclidean distance matrix;
Create equal random membership;
Compute distance error between endpoints E0;
while True do

Ep = E0;
forall a:1:number of endpoint do

forall b:1:a do
Exchange a with b;
Calculate error Eab;
if Eab < E0 then

E0 = Eab;
else

Exchange back b with a;
end

end
end
if Ep = Eab then

break;
end

end
Algorithm 1: Equal size clustering algorithm

Figure 2: Representation of clustered trajectories given their
hand endpoints.

behind this, is the theory of receptive fields, which is
defined as a portion of sensory space that can elicit
a precise neuronal response when stimulated. When
looking at motor control, the visual system creates re-
ceptive fields which are volumes in the visual space. For
our purposes, we reduced volumes to 2-dimensional
circular areas, hence clusters [23, 24].

2.2 2-Link model

In order to produce the trajectories and feedback val-
ues used in the training and test set a 2-link arm model

Page 3 of 24
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is used. Both rods possess mass and inertia (Table 1)
and they operate in a 2-dimensional joint space in the
presence of gravity as seen in (Fig. 1). The movements
are performed in the sagittal plane of the arm-model,
hence they stay in the X-Y plane of Fig. 1. The equa-
tions of motion for the arm are expressed in generalized
coordinates q = [θ1, θ2]T w.r.t. the horizontal.
The method used to solve the inverse kinematics is the
TMT method [25]. First, the coordinates of the bodies
are written as a function of the generalized coordinates
q, x = T(q) which if derived becomes ẋi = Ti(qj)q̇j.
Then the reduced mass matrix is computed symboli-
cally with M̄ = TTMT, hence the name TMT.

Q̄ = M̄q̈ (1)

Eq. 1 is solved in a linear least squares sense obtaining
q̈ which is then integrated for each time step of the
simulation. In Eq. 1 the term Q̄ represents the gener-
alized force vector. The mathematical equations used
are attached in the supplementary materials section.
The joint friction is expressed by two joint torques sF
and eF respectively at the shoulder joint and elbow
joint.

sF = Kshθ1 + βshθ̇1

ef = Kel(θ2 − θ1) + βel(θ̇2 − θ̇1)
(2)

In order to prevent hyper-extension of the upper arm
on the shoulder and of the lower arm on the elbow an
instantaneous increase of the friction torques is added
for specific ranges of q (Alg. 2).

Get θ1,θ2;
Calculate sf and ef with Eq. 2;
if θ1 > 80◦ ∨ θ1 < −100◦ then

sf = 2sf ;
end
if (θ2 − θ1) > 150◦ ∨ (θ2 − θ1) < −10◦ then

ef = 2ef ;
end
Algorithm 2: Friction evaluation algorithm

2.3 Muscles

2.3.1 Muscle models

The muscle model used is a Hill muscle model [26]. It
contains a parallel spring Kpe simulating the passive
elastic components of the muscle which is primarily
produced by the connective tissues within the muscle.
The series elastic component Kse, on the other hand,
mimics the tendon stiffness. The contractile component
is composed by a contractile element A producing the
muscular force Fm and by the dashpot βpe providing
viscous friction opposed to the motion [27]. As visible
in Fig. 1 the actual tension developed by the muscle F
is different from the active tension developed by the
contractile element Fm.

Muscle spindles are known to work in parallel with
the muscle and they are modeled as springs, one for
position feedback kp and one for velocity feedback kv
[28]. Hence, the sum with its parallel produces the
total stiffness and damping of the element.

kPE = kpe + kp

βPE = βpe + kv
(3)

The first order differential equation relating the two
quantities is the following:

Fm = F − kPE +
kPE
kSE

F − βPE(ẋ− Ḟ

kSE
) (4)

The feedback values have been computed by approx-
imation of experimental findings. For the type II dis-
charge, hence the position feedback values, approxi-
mation in Eq. 5 is used and for the type Ia discharge
the one in Eq. 6 [11, 12].

IIdischarge = 4.3ẋ0.6 + 2x+ 82 for∆x > 0

IIdischarge = 2x+ 82 for∆x < 0 (5)

Iadischarge = a
∆x

∆t
+ 82 with a = 10 for∆x > 0

Iadischarge = a
∆x

∆t
+ 82 with a = 0 for∆x > 0

(6)

In this way both feedback signals respect experimen-
tal results in which it is proved that: 1) the type II
discharge is proportional to stretching length and its
maximal activity is at the length peaks and 2) the
type Ia discharge is silent during release, hence during
∆x < 0.
For what concerns Golgi tendon organs (GTO), located
in the muscle tendon, and its type Ib afferent discharge,
the model used is a multiplicative constant kf . The
deformation of the tendon is proportional to the ex-
erted force, hence Golgi organs sense directly the force
(especially if exerted by active muscle fibers rather then
if transmitted by passive tissues) [14]. The equation
used to model the behavior of Golgi organs is proposed
here (Eq. 7) [13]:

Ibdischarge = kf ∗ Fm (7)

The values for the constants used and the delay im-
posed to the feedback values are reported in Table 3.

2.3.2 Force optimization

In order to generate random trajectories for both
training (n1 = 600) and testing (n2 = 200), a
random torques generator has been implemented
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which produces different net joint torques for both
the shoulder and the elbow joint. The upper and
lower boundaries for the torques are chosen in the
range [−5,+5]Nm. From the torque couple T =
[Tnet1 , Tnet2 ] a constrained optimization routine (Se-
quential Least Squares Programming, SLSQP) is per-
formed, to obtain the actual muscle force. The cost
function V (x) minimized is the sum of muscle forces
(the actual force produced by the muscle Fm)

V (x) =

4∑
i

(Fmi) (8)

and the search space for the force value is included in
the range [0, Fmmaxi] with Fmmaxi = PCSAiσmaxi.
The physiological cross sectional area has been taken
from [26] and the maximal tension in the muscle has
been chosen as 40 N

m2 for extensors and as 80 N
m2 for

flexors [29, 30]. The equality constraint equation can
be deduced by applying Newton’s laws on the free body
diagram in Fig. 1 and it is provided here:
r1fsin(α1f ) 0
−r1esin(α1e) 0

0 r2fsin(α2f )
0 −r2esin(α2e)


T 

F1f

F1e

F2f

F2e

−[Tnet1Tnet2

]
= 0

(9)
α corresponds to the angle between the working direc-
tion of the muscle and the link. It is computed for each
time step by geometrical construction means using the
values of r and d in Table 3. Respectively, they represent
the distance from the joint, distally r and proximally d.
All muscles are considered mono-articular for simplic-
ity in the optimization process and in the calculation
of the joint space state.
The real pulling force is obtained solving eq. 4 for F
numerically (Backward Differentiation Formula, BDF).
The force-length relationship of the muscle is

F (l) = 1− (l − l0)2

l2width
(10)

with l0 the resting length of the muscle and lwidth the
breadth of the length-tension curve [31]. With the opti-
mized forces, the related muscle torques are computed
and integration to the next step is performed.

2.4 Model architecture

A spiking neuron model, is a mathematical description
of the properties of neural cells in the nervous system
that generate sharp electrical potentials across their
cell membrane, roughly one millisecond in duration.
In order to respect biological findings the single neuron
is modeled with a Leaky Integrate and Fire type (LIF)
neuron, which is an adaptation of the classic Integrate
and Fire (IF) neuron [32]. The adaptation w.r.t. IF is
the insertion of a leaking current from the membrane

Figure 3: Arm model, afferent (green) and efferent (red) con-
nections to and from the involved areas. Areas:
sensory cortex (SC), motor cortex (MC), prefrontal
cortex (PFC), basal ganglia (BG), thalamus (TH),
cerebellum (CB), muscle spindles (MS), Golgi tendon
organs (GTO). In blue the path of the visual feedback
back to the sensory cortex and the motor cortex.

mimicking the diffusion of ions in non-equilibrium con-
ditions. The membrane equation is the following:

I(t) = −u(t)− urest
Rm

= Cm
d(u(t)− urest)

dt

with u(t) the membrane potential and Rm Cm the
membrane impedance components. When the posi-
tive input I(t) overcomes the threshold barrier, hence
I(t) > Ith = uth

Rm
, the neuron fires a spike. All the areas

in Fig. 3, but the prefrontal cortex (PFC), are modeled
with Spiking Neural Networks (SNN). PFC is modeled
as a fully connected neural network (ANN) since its
tasks respond to more continuous input and to a more
symbolic-like processing of data [20].

2.4.1 Nengo and Neural Engineering Framework

The Neural Engineering Framework (NEF) [33] is
based on three fundamental principles:

• Representation: A neuron population represents
a time-varying vector of real numbers using linear
and non-linear encoding.

• Transformation: Linear decoders are used onto
those vector to compute analytically the popula-
tion connections.

• Dynamics: The vectors are considered as state
variables in a dynamical system.

Nengo is a NEF-based neural simulator in which ensem-
bles describe what information is being represented,
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and connections describe how that information is trans-
formed.
In this work, all the simulations are run in Nengo or in
Nengo Deep Learning (Nengo-DL). The latter allows
hyperparameter optimization, the use of the GPU and
the insertion of TensorFlow nodes [34]. All the code is
written in Python.

Figure 4: Figure 4.A: On the left, the motor cortex module
for position prediction. Figure 4.B the motor cortex
module for force prediction.

2.4.2 Motor and sensory cortex

The MC and SC are modeled first in TensorFlow [34]
and then they are converted to SNN by using the Nengo-
DL Converter (Fig. 4 for MC and Fig. 5 for SC). Since
there are 10 trajectories per cluster and 60 clusters in
training, there will be 10 different trained sequential
models both for MC and for SC. Each model will be
trained on 60 trajectories, one from each cluster. The
architecture used for both areas is a sequential model
with the first layer being a Long-Short Term Memory
(LSTM) and the subsequent layer being spiking fully
connected. LSTM are a novel type of recurrent neural
networks which excel in the processing of time series
data, since they can cope with lags of unknown dura-
tion in the input (feedback delays and axonal delays)
[35]. The standard configuration of an LSTM includes
a cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate.
The cell remembers values over time intervals and the
gates modulate the flow of information into and out
the cell through the cells state vector.
The SC is known to create topographical maps in the
brain, hence transforms the information in input into
a different dimensionality [36]. Furthermore, many
authors found that the encoding-decoding process re-
sembles a frequency decomposition-like process [37,
38, 39]. Hence, the sensory cortex is trained to perform
a Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) of the feedback sig-
nals. The HHT is an algorithm which is the result of the

Figure 5: Figure 5.A: On the left, the sensory cortex module
for position prediction. Figure 5.B the sensory cortex
module for force prediction.

empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and the Hilbert
spectral analysis (HSA). EMD is used to obtain the so-
called intrinsic mode functions (IMF) and from those,
HSA is applied to obtain instantaneous frequency data.
For the extraction of IMFs (iterative sifting process), a
stoppage criteria is used based on two thresholds. The
evaluation function used corresponds to σ(t) = | r(t)a(t) |
with r(t) the residual of the decomposed function and
a(t) = (emax(t)−emin(t)

2 . e(t) is the envelope trajectory
of the interpolation between minima and maxima of
the signal x(t). The sifting is iterated until σ(t) < 0.05
for a fraction f(t) of the total duration of the signal
(f(t) = 1− α) with α = 0.05) and until σ(t) < 0.5 for
the remaining fraction [40, 41].
Respectively, as visible in Fig. 5, the position modules
of SC are trained to predict the HHT of the position and
velocity feedback while the force modules are trained
to predict the HHT of the GTO feedback. Those values
are then provided to the MC as input together with
the position visual feedback value [42]. MC modules
(Fig. 4) have the same structure of its SC companions.
Respectively the position modules predict θ1,2(t + 1)
and the force modules Fflex,ext(t+ 1).

2.4.3 Prefrontal cortex - basal ganglia - thala-
mus

It has often been argued that, beside systematic re-
sponses to known inputs, the human is capable to re-
spond in a flexible manner to new inputs or to new
context. This flexibility is supposed to rely on sym-
bolic processing, that is the capability of our brain to
represent information in the form of abstract variables
[20]. In this matter, the variable-binding mechanism
of the PFC-BG connection, shows through the use of
indirection (similar to a pointer in computer science),
that the processing of novel stimuli can be supported
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Figure 6: Fig 6.A: Model of prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia and thalamus. +/− indicate PD model alterations. Fig. 6.B Inside of
each of the areas in the basal ganglia. It is composed by an input node, an array of ensembles and an output node. In
the output node, the connection with the subsequent area has a different parameter-dependent function for each area,
according to its behavior (inhibitory or excitatory). Fig. 6.C: Inside of the thalamus. Input node, output node, array of
ensembles and mutual inhibition connections (needed since dimension mutually inhibit each other). In order to suppress
low responses and strengthen high responses, a constant bias is added to each dimension (trajectory in a cluster).

by those means.

Figure 7: Pre-frontal cortex model architecture.

It is shown that dopamine neurons code reinforcement
prediction errors [44, 45], which is a fundamental sig-

nal in many reinforcement learning models. This view,
shows how the BG fits well the action selection task
which it is entitled for, suppressing competing actions
and facilitating the most appropriate one [46], hence
providing flexibility in the responses to novel inputs.
When looking at the velocity profiles of reaching point
movements[47], writing trajectories [48] or vestibular
control process, it is noticed how the brain seems to
first constructs an abstract representation of the move-
ment, (encoded as a sequence of boundary conditions)
then converts those conditions into the actual trajectory
by using laws that constrain movement (minimum jerk,
point of equilibrium and so on) [49]. For this reason, in
our model, the PFC is an artificial neural network which
computes a score proportional the amount of ’jerk min-
imization’ for each of the trajectories in a receptive
field (cluster), which is then conveyed to the BG. The
prefrontal cortex output score is forced in the range
[0− 1]. This is possible after the insertion of a softmax
type activation function [50] in the last layer, while
each previous layer uses a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu)
activation function. The former forces the output distri-
bution in a probability-like range by compressing a k-
dimensional vector z in a k-dimensional vector σ(z) in
a range [0−1], while the latter is defined as the positive
part of its argument, hence f(x) = x+ = max(0, x).
Furthermore ReLu activations functions are scale in-
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Figure 8: Fig 8.A: Inferior Olive (IO) and Purkinje Cells model. In blue the climbing fiber connections to make synapse with
the PCs. In green the input node conveying all types of feedback used in the whole model. Fig. 8.B Inside of the
IO. An array of ensembles is used with ratio IO neurons

Purkinje cells
= 10. The learning rule in the synaptic connection is the

Bienenstock–Cooper–Munro (BCM) rule [43]. The recurrent transform is used to link each neuron in the ensemble to
mimic weakly coupled oscillators.

variant and computationally efficient, which makes
them perfect for large scale modeling [50].
The basal ganglia performs an action selection task in
a reinforcement learning manner. The thalamic input
will be the choice made by the BG and the thalamic
output will be an amplification of the correct choice
and inhibition of the wrong ones (Fig. 6). Those two
structures are adapted from the work of T. Stewart
and C. Eliasmith [21, 51, 52, 16]. In our model, the
signal coming from PFC is first processed by the stria-
tum and the STN. In this moment, the substantia nigra
pars compacta (SNc) excites the striatum through the
D1 dopamine receptors while inhibits it through D2
dopamine receptors. The activation of D1 receptors in
the striatum (selection pathway) stimulates the stria-
tum itself to inhibit the GPi which is the actual output
of the BG. Since the GPi inhibits the thalamus, the
actual signal for the selected action will be close the
zero, dis-inhibiting the neurons associated with that
action. Important parameters of the model are lg and
le which adjust the degree of tonic dopamine in the
D1, D2 modulated pathways. In order to do so the
transform of the input node-striatal connection is of
the form

trinput−striatum =

{
ws ∗ (1 + lg) for D1 pathways
ws ∗ (1− le) for D2 pathways

with ws = 1 the input node synaptic weight.
Thewt parameter adjusts the afferent synaptic strength
to the STN, hence decreasing it results in less inhibition
in the thalamus. SNr and GPi are both included in the
GPi and the internal split can be modified by varying

the parameter wp. The variation of wp in the range
[0 − 0.9] affects conditionally the activity of GPi/SNr
leading to different activity levels of STN/GPi. wm1 and
wm2 represent the connection weights of the inhibitory
connections D1 to GPe and D2 to GPi, while we and wg
the connection weights of the GPe with the GPi and the
STN. All parameters have been taken from [51, 53] for
the healthy subject. wm1 and wm1 in the initial model
shared a common variable, but PD induces different
behavior in the striatal connection to the GPe compared
to the GPi, hence a split in two different parameters
was implemented.
The thalamus is intended to work in tandem with the
BG network. It converts the output of the basal ganglia
into a signal with approximately 1 for the selected
action and 0 elsewhere, hence beside its recurrent
internal connection it does not have further dynamics.

2.4.4 Cerebellum

Given the high computational complexity of the model
and given the relevance of the cerebellum into tremor
generation being low the cerebellar modeling is ap-
proximated to the core. Surely, it covers a role into
modulating tremor as if it was an intentional movement
[54, 55] but most likely it is not the central pattern
generator (CPG) of the tremor itself.
The cerebellar model is slaved to the rest of the model.
With slaved it is intended that only inputs are provided
to the CBLM and its feedback, hence its modulatory
compensatory behavior, is not fed back neither to upper
brain centers nor to the descending motor pathways.
The architecture (Fig. 8) is composed by the inferior
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olive nucleus (IO) and by a spiking perceptron compos-
ing the Purkinje Cells layer and it is modeled directly
in Nengo. The inferior olive is composed by n = 5
weakly coupled oscillators with each of them having
5 neurons and 18 dimensions each. Each neural en-
semble possesses a recurrent transform rt such that it
becomes an ensemble of coupled oscillators. A oscilla-
tor can be implemented with a neural ensemble with
the following dynamics:

ẋ =

[
0 −ω
ω 0

]
x

with fosc = ω
2π . According to the NEF principle, to

implement a specific dynamic this equation must be
converted into a feedback function, hence

ẋ = f(x)⇒ ffeedback(x) = x+ τf(x)

ffeedback(x) = x+ τ

[
0 −ω
ω 0

]
x

=

 x0 − τωx1
...

x17 + τωx18


The feedback function or recurrent transform takes
the IO output and provides it back to the input, along
with the input itself which is a vector containing all the
feedback signals in a direct (from the spindles, GTO,
visual feedback) or in an indirect (from the SC) form.
The output of each ensemble is conveyed to 10 Purkinje
Cells and the connection weights are updated using
the BCM rule [43].

2.5 Offline Training

The only trained areas are the SC, MC and PFC. They
are trained respectively to compute the HHT (sensory
cortex), predict position and force (motor cortex) and
compute a jerk-minimization related score (prefrontal
cortex). To the ten different modules of SC, one trajec-
tory per cluster is provided to the eachmodule, with the
targets being the HHT of the feedback values computed
analytically. Then the output is delayed according to
delays interval of muscle spindles and Golgi organs
and attached to the position θ(t) and to the endpoint
position θEP . This will be the input of the MC together
with the endpoint position and the target position pre-
diction θ(t−∆vis) with ∆vis the visual feedback delay.
For all the clusters and all the trajectories per cluster,
jerk is computed and provided to the PFC as input. The
target is a vector with positive class corresponding to
the index of minimum jerk and zero elsewhere. The
basal ganglia and thalamus are untrained dynamical
models which mimic the dynamicist function hypothe-
sized from experiments in the human. Same holds for
the cerebellum.

2.6 Parkinson disease model

In order to mimic PD, the healthy model connectivity
weights and dopamine levels have been altered. Parkin-
son was induced by changes in the basal ganglia and its
connection with the thalamus, so for both the healthy
and the PD case all the other areas remain unchanged.
Wichmann and De Long [56] show how in PD con-
ditions the D2 striatum-GPe connection strength in-
creases while the D1 striatum-GPi connections weak-
ens. The values forwm1 = 14 andwm2 = 10 are chosen
by minimizing deviations w.r.t experimental findings
in [57, 56, 58]. Furthermore, the GPe-STN connection
weakens during PD, hence its weight wg it is lowered
from 1 to 0.9.
It has been known for decades that the output of the
BG, mainly the GPi, is hyperactive in PD [59, 18].
The Gamma amino-butyric acid (GABA) inhibitory pro-
jections towards the thalamus are massive, and they
induce a reduction of thalamo–cortical activity in PD
patients ([59]). The GPi-thalamic connection weight
wt increase in PD patients ([56, 60]) will be mimicked
setting wt = −2.
In order to investigate dopamine depletion effects, the
values of le and lg are varied one at the time among
le = lg = 0 and 1 with a step of 0.2, hence a 6 × 2
sensitivity analysis of the model is carried out. The non-
changing value is set le,g = 0.2 with 0 no dopamine
at all, in order to investigate the interaction of the re-
sponse of two different possible sources of abnormal
BG activity (D1 and D2).

3 Results

3.1 2-link model

In Fig. 9 the bio-mechanical validity of the 2-link
model and of the feedback functions is tested along
with the correlation among the state variables (Suppl.
Fig. 5.1).
In these plots the variables are presented as continuous
rate values, but when transmitted in the networks they
take the form of spikes. Type II discharge is silent when
the muscle length is smaller than l0, grows along with
length and partly with elongation and has maximal
value when the length is maximal. Type Ia discharge,
is clearly proportional to lengthening velocity and is
silent during release. Golgi feedback and the force
trivially match in behavior, and both the angle and the
force respect what it is seen graphically in the attached
simulation. As expected position feedback correlated
well with all the other variables. The clear ones are
velocity feedback and lengthening ρ = 0.96, P < 0.01,
position feedback and length ρ = 1, P < 0.01 which
correctly coincides inversely with the position feedback
and muscular angle correlation ρ = −1, P < 0.01.
Good correlation between the muscular angle and
all kinds of feedback is found. Furthermore, when
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Figure 9: State and feedback variables with T = [−4.52,−1.65]Nm

looking at the correlations of length, elongation and
angle a typical muscular behavior is found. Increasing
the muscle length often coincides with decreasing
lengthening velocity, since the object has been reached
(ρ = −0.59, P < 0.01). Same holds for the angle
between the muscle and the distal attachment point,
which must decrease in order for the muscle to
lengthen (ρ = −1, P < 0.01).

3.2 Single areas testing

In order to evaluate each of the areas performance, the
areas are tested sequentially. The order of presentation
of the results respects, the open-loop flow of the
simulation.
The trained areas of the model (SC, MC, PFC), showed
an excellent capability in predicting time series as
position and force.

The sensory cortex prediction of position HHT
(MAE < 10−4 ± 5 ∗ 10−6) and of force HHT
(MAE < 10−3 ± 2 ∗ 10−5) are almost ideal. The
prediction of the next position θt+1 by the motor
cortex (MAE = 0.04 ± 0.04) accurately follows the
targets (Fig. 11). Same holds for forces prediction
(MAE = 4.88 ± 17.86), if not for an high standard
deviation of the error. This unusual STD is due to the
discrete latency forced onto the LSTM cells to respect
feedback delay and to the clustering process. Mainly,
this behaviour is found to happen at the trajectory
transition times and in clusters with slightly different
trajectories.
The prefrontal cortex had the aim of assessing a
jerk-related score when provided with kinematics data.

Figure 10: Top: AE of joint angles prediction. Middle: AE
of muscular forces. Bottom: AE of sensory cortex
modules for force decomposition. All: All values
are calculated averaging among the absolute error
(AE) of each of the ten related cortical modules.

Eachmth class is related to the respective motor cortex
position modulus which provide the mth input. A class
having the highest score implies that the predictions of
the corresponding modulus are associated by the PFC
to the ones producing minimum jerk. In the learning
curve (Fig. 12) it is shown how, coherently with the
motor cortex elbow synergy having an higher error
than its shoulder companion, the cross-entropy loss of
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Figure 11: Real v.s. predicted angle (left) and real v.s. predicted force (right). With shaded green, yellow and red three trajectories
in which co-contraction happens and in shaded blue the standard deviation of the absolute error (AE). It is visible how
the prediction follows the expected values.

Figure 12: PFC learning curve. At nepochs = 50 the elbow
PFC shows overfitting.

the PFC is higher for the elbow. To avoid overfitting
behavior, as in the elbow synergy after nepochs = 50,
the shoulder synergy was trained for nepochs = 80,
while the elbow synergy for nepochs = 50.
In the iterative clustering algorithm the first trajecto-
ries inserted in the cluster are the ones with minimal
MSE w.r.t the cluster centroid. This way of creating
clusters created an imbalanced classification problem
which together with the high number of output labels
(10) and the higher complexity of multi-label classifica-
tion problems [61] called for a resampling of the train

set. A combined over-sampling and under-sampling
approach called Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling
Technique (SMOTE, [62]) was adopted. SMOTE first
selects a minority class instance and its k nearest
neighbors, then synthetic instances are generated
as convex combination (on a straight line) every
two neighbors of the minority class considered. The
resampling process reached an accuracy of 84± 29%
for the shoulder and of 82±37% for the elbow module.

For what concerns the basal ganglia-thalamic circuit,
in the healthy cases the mean spiking frequency rate
(MSFR) of all the four areas match experimental find-
ings [63, 64, 57]. Same holds for the PD model areas
which have been tuned to reproduce previous find-
ings (MSFRSTN = 42.08Hz,MSFRGPi = 80.9Hz,
MSFRTh = 24.4Hz [58, 63]).
The firing patterns both in the healthy and in the Parkin-
sonian case, are consistent with experimental findings
([56]). Specifically, the STN spiking pattern is sparser
in the healthy case while it is more self-sustained in the
PD. Its baseline rises from 12.97 to 41.25Hz and the
pattern becomes more dependent on input variations
as in [65]. In the middle two columns of Suppl. Fig.
5.2, the MFSR does not seem the mean of the local field
potential in figure. The difference originates in the fact
that is plotted only one of the ten ensembles of each
area and the average is done in all the ensemble to give
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the reader the idea of the ’whole-area’ dynamics.
Clear is the increase of synchrony in the pallidal oscilla-
tions, both in neurons of the internal and the external
globuli [56, 66]. Furthermore, a stronger bursting
behavior is found in both the GPe and the GPi as in
[67] (Fig. 13). This can be seen from how all the neu-
rons from the same ensemble contribute to the same
pattern toward the MSFR (PD) while in the healthy
case, the neurons across the ensembles are more de-
synchronized.
The thalamus itself shows a decrease in the fire rate
baseline (35.45% from 37.64Hz), in oscillatory activity
(mean spectral power) [60] and an increase in bursting
behavior (MFSR = 54.69±5.50) as in [60, 18, 68, 58]
consequent to the increased spike rate of the GPi, the
BG inhibitory output to the thalamus. Furthermore,
the thalamus presents an increase in the oscillation
power in the tremor band (∼ 300%) and a very strong
decrease in γ oscillations (∼ 54.8%).
It has been found that the in general the MSFR of each
of the basal ganglia areas is sensitive to co-contraction
and has its maximal peak (GPi, GPe) or valley (STN,
Th) in a slightly delayed position w.r.t. to the start of
the co-contraction (compare trajectories A,B,C in Fig.
11 and Suppl. Fig. 5.2). This behavior is found to
happen for all the ensembles and all the clustered tra-
jectories tested. We chose one ensemble where the STN
is excessively spiking. This allows the investigation of
the aforementioned coherency phenomena without de-
trending the MSFR. In panel A (Suppl. Fig. 5.3), where
all the clusters are merged together and re-sampled
with a bin size of 250ms, it is shown how the STN and
the TH correlate negatively with the elbow angle and
the bicep force respectively in the healthy case and
in the PD one. Furthermore comparing healthy and
PD thalamic-STN MSFR shows an inverted correlation
(ρ = 0.13, healthy and ρ = −0.35, PD) and weaker in
the healthy case. The mutual correlation of force and
position is equal in both cases, since the body model is
left unchanged.
In panel B, one mean value per each cluster is taken to
represent the regressed variables. This allowed torques
to be dimensionally consistent with the remaining vari-
ables. Again, the STN and the thalamus negative corre-
lation with elbow position and biceps force behave as
in the similar case of panel A. Furthermore, the STN -
shoulder torque correlation (ρ = −0.588, p = 0.035 is
lost in the PD case. When investigating the tremor band
behavior across neural areas, it was noted that, in the
basal ganglia it correlates positively (ρ > 0.6, p < 0.05)
with the bicep force, both in healthy and in PD. On the
other hand, a strong thalamic - bicep force correlation
(ρ = 0.75, p < 0.001) appears only in the parkinsonian
case. Beyond this, it is noted an overall increase of
correlation between tremor frequency thalamic oscilla-
tions and the tremor power in the three BG areas. In
the healthy case, the PSDThal,4−8Hz correlates posi-
tively with the MAE of the position prediction, but this
disappears completely in the right column. Further-

more, as the shoulder torque increases the GPi tremor
PSD component increases (ρ = 0.626, p < 0.05), phe-
nomena that does not happen in the healthy case. In
the PD case, the GPe-GPi tremor power correlation
lowers while the GPe-STN becomes higher. However,
it should be noted that all the Spearman’s ρ in panel C
are positive.
Panel D (Suppl. Fig. 5.3) shows the correlations of
the tremor component of each area while lg or le are
varied in turn in the range [0− 1] with a step of 0.2. It
was found that, only in the healthy case, the amount of
tremor oscillations in the GPe grow together with Stri-
atal D1 neurons activity. Furthermore no correlation
were found between D2 dopamine variation and tremor
power in any BG-TH area. In the parkinsonian case,
the correlations between GPi, GPe and STN tremor
power while lg varies, and are much more evident then
in the healthy case which only presents correlations
for the GPi-STN combination.
Moving on to the cerebellum, neither the inferior olive
neurons nor the Purkinje cells show any significant
changes between parkinsonian and healthy case, co-
herent with the fact that no changes are done to its
structure, but only slightly to its inputs. The only sig-
nificant change is in the γ and in β band power which
respectively increase and decrease in the Parkinson
model. The MSFR of the inferior olive and the Purkinje
cells are slightly higher than experimental findings [69,
70, 71]. The IO MSFR (2.83± 1.83, healthy) is found
to be an average between very different neurons, some
spiking up to 40 − 80Hz and some spiking at a very
low frequency (0− 1.5Hz). Inappreciable changes in
neuronal MSFR proportions were found in the PD case
besides for an increase in the simple spike power. A
priori of its changes with PD, the IO presents a typi-
cal oscillatory behavior, which grows toward the end
of the trajectory. It was found that IO spiking rate is
not affected by changes among the kinematic-dynamic
variables of the trajectories when a long-time average
is taken into consideration. One can see this, in the
existence of no similarity between the IO MSFR peri-
odicity across trajectories, and the state variables in
Fig. 11. This is confirmed numerically, by the non-
significant correlation between the olive MSFR and
θelbow, FBiceps and FTriceps (Suppl. Fig. 5.3, panel B).
While evaluating power in the tremor band (panel C)
of the healthy model, both the IO and the PCs show
clear positive correlations (p < 0.01) with the MAE
and the STD of the predicted trajectory, hence with me-
chanical tremor. In the PD model, on the other hand,
no correlations are found.

4 Discussions

Data from experiments in MPTP monkeys as well as
from recordings in PD patients suggest an abnormal
synchronization of neural activity in the whole cerebral
oscillatory network [67]. Medications used to decrease
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Figure 13: MSFR of GPe (top) and of GPi (middle) for seven clustered trajectories. Clear synchronization is seen among pallidal
neurons. The co-contraction index is calculated using CCidx =

∑
F−min(

∑
F )

max(
∑

F
and its clearly higher in trajectories A,

B, C where the bursting behavior is maximal. No similarity or correlation is found with the 2D span of the trajectory
(shoulder angle in bottom plot).

involuntary antagonistic muscle contraction (primi-
done,propranolol, beta-blockers) can reduce resting
tremor but they have withdrawal and side effects (e.g.
addiction) [72, 73]. Moreover, tremor is an indepen-
dent symptom, it does not progress at the same rate of
the bradykinesia, rigidity or gait [74] and it can occur
contralaterally to the most affected side (bradykinesia,
rigidity are most prominent, [75]). The aforemen-
tioned reasons, combined with absence of clear corre-
lations between the main PD physiological symptom
(striatal DA-D) and tremor amplitude/onset, shows us
the importance of understanding the underlying bio-
physical reasons behind tremor generation.
Evidence suggests that the BG (finger) induces PD
tremor via excessive inhibition to the thalamus (switch)
and abnormal firing patterns, which in turn generate
rhythmic bursting activity in the related thalamic cells
[18]. Furthermore, the thalamus is shown to gener-
ate stronger bursting behavior and lower mean spik-
ing rate, hence facilitating the generation of tremor
frequency oscillations [67, 76, 18]. The finger-switch-
dimmer theory adds to this equation the cerebellum
(dimmer), which maintains its known properties, and
considers PD tremor as it would a voluntary move-
ment, hence modulating its properties. As already
mentioned, in PD conditions the D2 striatum-GPe con-
nection strength increases while the D1 striatum-GPi
weakens [56]. Furthermore, it is shown how the GPe-
GPi connection strength is increased.

In our PD model, the GPe MSFR decreases, given the
higher inhibition of D2 neurons, hence the GPi is in-
hibited less. We show how the STN, with its increased
firing rate, contributes to the excitation of the GPi it-
self. The GPi increased MSFR inhibits the thalamus,
which modifies its oscillatory behavior into an almost
fully bursting behavior, this allows for the emergence
of tremor band power. In our model the thalamus is
the only area which presents a clear increase of PSD
in the tremor band (+8.17%), confirming surgical find-
ings asserting that the best brain stimulation area is
the ventro-lateral posterior thalamus. [77, 76]. It is
highlighted how an increase of dopamine (either via D1
or D2 neurons) does not resets the thalamic spectral
component in the tremor band in a Parkinsonian pa-
tient further confirming the insufficiency of levodopa
treatments. Furthermore, the loss of the correlation
between thalamic tremor power and MAE of the pre-
dicted trajectory in PD conditions is coherent with the
introduction of a new source of tremor (Parkinson)
compared to the healthy case where the only tremor
felt were the oscillations in the trajectory prediction.
We propose that the GPe-GPi activity, which is known
to receive a modulatory effect from pallidal dopamine,
in concert with the more direct GABAergic inhibitory
and glutamatergic excitatory actions of the striatum
[78], enhanced from the increased activity of its inner
feedback loop , creates a favorable environment for the
generation of thalamic tremor oscillations via excessive
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inhibition of the thalamus. Only proprioception and not
tremor seemed capable of taking advantage of the re-
dundant networks in the brain after ventrolateral (VL)
thalamotomy and allow for voluntary movements [79].
This, the thalamic high sensibility to oscillations [80]
and the power in the tremor band being higher only in
the thalamus among the four areas of the BG-TH loop,
suggests us that the thalamus (switch) is the PD tremor
central pattern generator. The excessive inhibition of
the basal ganglia (finger), induces changes in thalamic
activity. However, our result show how it is the GPe-GPi
connection that synchronizes tightly and that initiates
the typical basal ganglia bursting behavior. Surgical
findings [6, 81] show how STN deep-brain stimula-
tion (DBS) tends to increase GPi firing rate, converse
to expectations. At the same time, the firing pattern
becomes more regular with a significant reduction in
burst rate [81, 3]. Sub-thalamic DBS still alleviates
tremor, reducing the excitatory push to the pallidum,
but it does not either resolve tremor or restores firing
rates of the pallido-thalamic connection. This confirms
the hypothesis in which the GPe inhibitory levels to the
the GPi cannot be restored by reducing the excitatory
sub-thalamic drive. Hence, we suggest that the finger
(BG) can only be truly lifted from the switch (TH) if
the GPe-GPi inhibition is restored to healthy rates and
levodopa-like treatments are provided to reset striatal
D1 and D2 dopamine levels.
Furthermore, we found that the increased GPe-GPi
activity is strongly enhanced during muscular isomet-
ric co-contraction. Given the experimental decision
of using inverse dynamics optimization with constant
torques, when the joint limit angle are reached, both
the muscular stiffness and the force increase asymp-
totically as if the patient reached the object and it is
holding onto it. The weight of the object could be trans-
lated into the asymptotic limit that the force increases
to. This shows, how the tremor pattern generation is
similar for re-emergent tremor and rest tremor, but
much stronger during co-contraction. One can see in
Fig. 13, how the GPi-GPe MSFR possess small peaks
even in the healthy case during co-contraction. This
result suggest that the basal ganglia, in particular the
GPe-GPi inner loop responds to mechanical tremor in
a consistent manner, a priori of the condition which
caused it. This finding is confirmed by Hurtado et al.
[7], which shows precise synchronization between GPi-
EMG peaks for low forces, but for higher forces the GPi
MSFR lowers and the synchronization becomes tran-
sient. The correlations of the BG with the force remain
almost unchanged in the health and PD case, but biceps
force and thalamic tremor band power correlate only in
the the PD case (Suppl. Fig. 5.3, panel C). This shows
how oscillations in the tremor band do not appear in
the pallidus or in the striatum but in the thalamus and
confirms the hypothesis of a consistent (PD or healthy)
spectral response of the BG in the tremor band.
For what concerns the cerebellum, we can claim that
the only plausible result is the periodicity of the IO

spiking rate [82, 83] and the fact that, the periodic-
ity of the averaged MSFR over long bins (250ms) is
not affected by Parkinsonian conditions. This confirms
previous findings where the average olivary activity
was shown to be independent from the amplitude and
from the duration of the provided input [83].

5 Conclusions and Further Out-
look

We propose a model in which the combination of
basal ganglia and the cerebello-thalamic-cortical
loops give origin to the parkinsonian tremor. By
simulating a large-scale brain network, we presented
evidence of increased synchrony between neurons
and increased bursting behavior in the pallidum.
Consequently, increased power at the tremor frequency
in the thalamus was found. Furthermore, we showed
how dopamine injections neither decrease the tremor
power in the BG-TH nor restore the pallido-thalamic
firing rates. These results, combined with DBS on the
STN regularizing only bursting pattern and not MSFR,
but alleviating tremor, brings us to suggest that the
GPe-GPi inhibitory connection and its weakening via
pallidal dopamine depletion is the starting cause of
PD tremor. This would split Helmich finger in two, the
actual finger pressing on the switch being the GPi and
the hand behind the finger being the GPe.

Amongst the limitations of our model we discuss
two: 1) the dimmer effect is not modulated since the
cerebellummodel does not close the cerebro-cerebellar
cortical loop and 2) only open-loop simulation. At the
same time, the assumptions taken do not harm the
quantitative outcomes. As with other proposed mod-
els in literature, this represents a working model on
which future experiments and results may be laid, in
order to either support or disprove it. Future work
could focus on increasing the details and the number
of the modeled areas or on comparing the model pa-
rameter space to specific experimental conditions in
a closed-loop fashion. This could provide chances of
understanding on a finer scale how one can intervene
onto the interactions in the cortico-thalamic loop to
reduce tremor in PD patients in a non-invasive manner.
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Supplementary Materials

Tables

Table 1: Links parameters: m mass, l length and I = ml2

12
momentum of inertia [26].

– Upper arm Lower arm

m [Kg] 2.24 1.28

l [m] 0.335 0.263

I [Kgm2] 0.021 0.0074

Table 2: Joint friction parameters: K joint stiffness, β joint viscosity.

– Shoulder Joint Elbow Joint

K [ Nrad ] 1.7 1.7

β [ N
rads ] 2.1 2.1

Table 3: l0 resting length, r-d distance of the attachment point to the right-left of the related joint. kpe muscle parallel stiffness,
kse tendon stiffness, βpe muscle parallel viscosity, kp spindle stiffness, kv spindle viscosity, kf GTO multiplicative factor,
lw breadth of length-tension relationship, PCSA physiological cross-sectional area, σmax maximal tension [30, 26]

, τ feedback time delay.

– Anterior Deltoid Posterior Deltoid Biceps Triceps

l0 [m] 0.049 0.06 0.32 0.305

r [m] 0.03 0.041 0.038 0.04

d [m] 0.02 0.03 0.3 0.285

kpe [Nm ] 400 400 300 300

kse [Nm ] 10 000 10 000 8000 8000

βpe [ Nms ] 30 30 20 20

kp [Nm ] 117 117 117 117

kv [ Nms ] 33 33 33 33

kf [ ] 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35

lw [m] 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

PCSA [cm2] 10 6 5 8

σmax [ N
cm2 ] 80 40 80 40

Feedback Type Position Velocity Force Visual
τ [ms] 30 20 20 10
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TMT method

In order to obtain Eq. 1 the following quantities are calculated: First, the inertia matrix is expressed by

M =


m1 0 0 0 0 0
0 m1 0 0 0 0
0 0 I1 0 0 0
0 0 0 m2 0 0
0 0 0 0 m2 0
0 0 0 0 0 I2


while the transformation matrix T is determined by the partial derivative of the the x =
[XO1

, YO1
,ΘO1

, XO2
, YO2

,ΘO2
] w.r.t. the generalized coordinates q.

T =
∂x

∂q
=


− l12 sin(θ1) 0
l1
2 cos(θ1) 0

1 0

−l1sin(θ1) − l22 sin(θ2)

l1cos(θ1) l2
2 cos(θ2)

0 1

 (11)

In order to reduce the inertia matrix and the force vector f (Eq. 5) to the generalized coordinates frame of
reference

f =


0

m1g
T1f − T1e+ sf

0
m2g

T2f − T2e+ ef


the reduced generalized force vector Q̄ is calculated through the use of the transformation matrix in the following
way:

Q̄ = Q + TT (f −Mg) (12)

The convolutional term g is calculated in the following way

g =
∂2T

∂q2
=



− l1cos(θ1)θ̇
2
1

2

− l1sin(θ1)θ̇
2
1

2
0

−l1cos(θ1)θ̇21 −
l2cos(θ2)θ̇22

2

−l1sin(θ1)θ̇21 −
l2sin(θ2)θ̇22

2
0


and the term Q = 0 correspond to the applied external forces. The reduced inertia matrix M̄ = TTMT is then
used to compute Eq. 1 together with the reduced force vector Q̄.
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Extensive results

Figure 5.1: Cross-correlogram of Anterior Deltoid state variables. In red the Spearman ρ, P<0.01. From left to right: length,
velocity feedback, position feedback, force, angle α, elongation w.r.t. resting length.
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Figure 5.2: Left: Raster plots of the neurons in one ensemble (Nens = 1 for the BG-TH loop and Nens = 1 for IO-PC). Center:
Mean spike rate averaged over a temporal bin of 250ms of the sample ensemble shown the left. In clear black (healthy)
and red (PD) the mean over all the ensembles and over all neurons in the ensembles of the mean spiking frequency
and in shaded blue the related standard deviation. With the same colors of Fig. 11, the three areas of main activity of
the GPi and GPe. Right: Healthy subject spectrogram (after windowing with Tukey window cosinefraction = 0.25)
of all neurons in the ensemble shown on the left. With dashed lines the averaged power of the ensemble for the healthy
(black) and the PD condition (red). All: The cumulative statistics, as mean firing frequency of the neural area or the
mean spectral power are calculated on all the clustered trajectories in the dataset, while the raster plot and the mean
spike rate are shown only for clusters nclusters = 1, 2, ..., 7. The dopamine values for the PD simulation were set to
lg = le = 0.
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Figure 5.3: A: Spearman ρ between MSFR of BG-TH-CBLM areas and kinematic-dynamic variables. Calculated using re-sampled
data with bin size of 250ms as in 5.2. B: Spearman ρ between MSFR of BG-TH-CBLM areas and kinematics-dynamics
variables. Calculated per each trajectory. C: Correlation between PSD of the tremor band, MAE and STD of the
trajectory prediction and kinematic-dynamic variables. D: Correlation between PSD of the tremor band, D1 dopamine
(left) and D2 dopamine (right) variation. All: The lower triangular side represents the ρ while the upper triangular
side the p. In black, correlations with P > 0.05.
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